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e:.to speak briefly +about the.meaning of the

ons refer to, activities Whic1i. 4D on within

the organisation is the programme;

establiShed set of procedures for teaching a pariicular

the `social development progame whi 1 e others

pecific plan introduced to ch- ge the behsvidur

It is the last,appl.tcation of the word that

_this -paper address -elf when consideri-ig client based prpgraMmes.

skills_ as- "the programme

consider Tgogramme" to-be a
.

f one partiUlar ind,41ridtJai .

_

client based or individual programmes. Each individual

deVelope at a different- rate and. in different directions and responds differently

.to various teaching methods and activities. Consequently, any programme designed

improve, individuals personal and social development must be geared to the

-pecific needs and learning styles of that person and not a group of people.

In the past, grals and programmes have been developed for groUps of clients and

the individuals. It is nc longer ,acceptable to attempt to fit the person
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-. the progranue must designed

e set abouttdesigning a programme for each

c

theindividual. How

11

_di vidual.

Assuring that the organisation, goals already been established
Bt.-the general plan is to develop tie indiVidual's'personal'hand social

nt,, the first step in planning an individualised programme is to
e tmi.ne the current status of the client in terms Of. these objectives.

e must choose In ass ssment tool.
to obtain a picture of our cliepts present level of_

eas such as self-help, and independence skills, social
psychomotor skills, academic prev-ocational

ne what the individua does on da

he natural environmental -setting. if possible, it
indi viddal does, -how, where and when he does it.

when it cones to setting training objectiv
next steps in developne

To be us

ards w

fa* programming, the b
the scale,4 must he broken into smaller steps
arranged in development_al sequence or order

ld be

lours or skil 'covered by

simple and usable
to pe usgful;
direct supervisory

daily and are ,able to observe in the na
call and can't do on a daily basis.

Traditional hods

psycholog tianalists



situation and not -the natural environment. These tests have yielded

scores such as IQ Or Mental Age`
what skills
traditional' tests,

other global scores which do not indicate

the individual possesses or should next ac. ui :re These

'e compared individuals with other,individuets within

general pope Ation nd as predicted our clientsalywatr are rated _poorly_

In sum then, the a.ssess_ :it must describe:, 'e iividuals
current developmantal status in terms o_4 ;peoi fic behavjiglits add sk_ills'

and indicate what .skills should next be acquired.and pgssibly suggest

methods for .attain rig these 'objectives.

would like to y mention several-of assessm,nt tools

currently available to us. would like to me tion the Progress Assess
6

Chart bg Gunzb g which- many of you may already be familiar with 'The
.

PAC manual states that the PAC is not a'`test but a system for observing

the client and obtaining a picture-of his or her social funotioningaghich
then-allows, for'action to develop any area of weakness.

for periodicpeassessments to dra
areas where programm- have been

It a!so allows
tion, progress in ecific

dueed_

Under four main l5eadings the PAC-assesses what pars and

nno 'do in the areas of se fRhelp skill s, socialisation skills, coirptrunic-
.

, .

ion skills and vvcational kills. Each of these major skili_lreas is- .

bro n into rainc,)r subheadings ,nder whi.z.1-7 is a qet peci f io ''.41:kest ns

'answered or observations to. .be made. Whe

assessor, ratings sholjld
where the behaviours can be observed, ,,T, °et-son cornpleti g tJ

theclient

requires r heretical background or spe,sial training for _the

client
fro_
supervisor.

't known to the itssessor the r:.forrpa tion rway° need

who is familiar with the chiant
Where at all poSsible, c-redl_t_s

has been as Ea_

skill.
-d by .obs a ti on that the

Res
4qualitative assessment of social' behaviour at a ance .e.nd a lows For a

Pre gented a cirular diaar

Par teacher or,:
uld OnVy he

_le o- is c.-oin?gtent- in

hich pi

when

-4ticular

.quick sual check of areasOf
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any other aysi1a 4le assess Alt instrument consider- e PAC to be a

useful too.L However, its one major drRwback is that the actual

questIonslasked are not, always specific enough .to allow the formulat

of:training?goals.' Before training-:goals can be formulated, it is

necessary to task analyse the skill into its component parts.

other tool currently available to us is the Adaptive Functioning

Index by Marlett from Ahet/Ocationa/ Rehatilitation Research /nstitute,
I

Calgary, Canada. This again an.assestment tool completed by observations

of-the client in the natural setting. Skill areas ar, divided into

residential, vocatiOnal and social education domans and in each domain th

are -subsets of'Skills4hiCh have been task analysed in 4 Pecifio4Pehaviours.

These:behWviours have ben% organ1Sell into training hierarchies which range

froth s'mple through to` difficult.

The ,again presents results iri a pictorial form of a wheel which
. ,

allows for an instant picture of the client strengths and weaknesses and

helps easy'selection o training goals. Using the -AFT it is poSsible=for

the clients. to be involved in their- own assessment and selection of training

prioritiqs. Spec]. c training goals can be set,and proaress monitored.

ssessment of each individual's trainingIn suy, AFI allows for

needs and allows the formulation of gbai directed training programmg which

can be implemented by irect supervisory

In

Another asse ul is the Camelot °Ural Checklist by Foster.

checklist, .skills, are listed under ten major headlngs and clients

are'assessed accordinglyto Nether they' can do the skill or need-training

in the skill. Again this assessment tool allows for formulation of, training

prograithnes according to the individual's needs and it allc for a record of

proji-e'S when.(periodic reassessments are performed.

A it will be cle r no one 4ssess ent tool cur L-7 availab

totally suit needs f each Activity Cen:!re. n number of

ganisaLions within Australia are currently woo n on dove_ ping'their

sment tool tb meet their needs'. You may choo, e to do the same

your own o

available.

Iou may choose to use ono of the tool., currently

fOr



Having Rompleted an initial assessment df the client's needs,

s possible to develOp aprogragrne tc m t the spec f ic needs ideiitified.,

Resul is of the assessment should be` examined closely to pinposnt the .§pecifig.

.deve Opmenta_ eds regulring instruction.

A deo.isior2 must then be made about which needs' h ve priori to for

prpgramme and a training sequence. should be 'established. Not only must the

training nee prioritized and :sequenced, but-a timetatSie for meeting

rihf&sta needs

rectednes

0 be, decided upon

the programme.

this turd; to reinforce the

Having established priorities, a stet of behavioural -objectives must

be .prepared-.--

the behaviour to .be ac

the objectives andagree

--rrieant; a- _set-of- specttftc- s-tat ments- 0egori-b177or

many- or

obser

training,

the asse&s.

in suc1m a way Ma t 'arty observer can uharstand

,On whether or not they have-been achieved., Because

aggessment tools ourAently in qse do not specify thq behaviour

mg, it is necessary for program planners to specify the

- uvre expi ici tl y -than the general statement provided by

the .1 pp g

:bjective

be taken

progragme can

t to g als may be a

goal. Having'

the next task. is

s of objectives, a long

:hjective Co be _

per2'od; and a set of short term objecti- s which break the

objective, into a number ,c2' smallpis, meaning realistic. liand

e. steps. The long term goal may be expressed 2n gross terms Where

eps _ grdssec of sequenced, 'spec

blis.hed"a set o long.teemlrnd short term

ePare a t plan outlining the steps

allow

The formuiatioh of ,goals and the

for client involvement in the prodess and

done' where at all possible.

should hir

The written plat] should giVe a clear description of the methods

to be used to aohiqve the 4caLs,, and decisions should be' made about what

incentives be used .to reward the client for achievement' of the goals.



The plan must specify esponsible for uctingthe,_

well as the times and places at which trainihq 2S occur.-

A decision must also madt about what measures are, to be token.

to record the client', prcjgre,ss during learning. &ice the
-

reoorq performance- ,commenceis, such m-e-

ee 'f changes' are taking

is: in prOgress,because

that the traini

place.
r

is.Possible that. le

110E effective.

programqe learn or icall

. ,

Owe the written pl4n ryas been prepared, ylP2aq-cam be eimpl rt<ed

and training commenced., For 'the rQa.sons.vititlined above, it fig necessary to

collect, record Ind analyse progress data as training pro 4s. On the `basis
4V

vl
-____of-Isueh-progres data, _ may be hrecessary to modify the training

way then to cont_iriue the training.

At least annually,.

,.1

reas.

have be,E, achiev

-objectives have

design the proq

prctTss commences

established.

SLIMY

it-

riterre-_,

our ciients. In eqsence rormulat

nd

necessary the

t6 ecermine ;4-lac progress

plan. in sope-'

of

place!"

TPi, se,-;.sment will provide information clout.which.
-4 hat new goal may need to be Set,-

ery to rrzd the goals Ore- ic may be neces-
.

FollOwing this major asseZsmenti the whole

here

with d further set of training objectives being

b

objec

assessmen d pr-ogra

-t developing the skill level

a general organisation

goal, initially a _: s each individual client, develop en instrr. tional

plan-to meet thy:

progre evelua

_f ti 2t individual, implement the plan,
,

drift' the For-training proari-:,smen to be

they must contain the

assess itS

effective and efficient and of Hi

obtlined.
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ON -DOING AS ESS T OF WORK UNDERTAKEN By TRAINEES

Trevor R. Parrnenter

GENE OMMENTS

Before addressing myself to the topic finder consideration I would

like .to comment'upon sorryi issues --h ha been raised by earlier

Firstly, I- can appreciate some of the dilemma experien d by
David Hall of tha Deparerrent of Social -Security in his attempt to .define
the -aims or guidelines the Department has for Activity' Therapy Centres,
for each A.T.C. should develop its own fairns or objectives in the light'of,
the NEEDS of the clients. I am in_

process

which would in

.

ympathy, too,' with his concept that
the de lopment of A,T.C. guidelines .should be a dynamic and riot a -stat

as it would be di's s to lay doa 7,rd and fast formulae

lately become institut

adjustment as need-T. and

e e of A.T. within thP tot

alized and resistant to future
ns change.

services

k of habilitation

programs

therefore, for

s should be viewed withii the total,frarre

i a ion services each Of which offers parti
designed to meet particular needs. It should be

clients to

in ;kJ:C.-Is

ove to and from facilities as h ir pte s change. For clients
prograrmning will beat its most intensive, for they will- have

e deficiencies in personal, social and/o pA-vocational skills.
&your minds at present is surely the question of theUppermost in

between A.T.C's and Sheltered Workshops. Traditionally,
red Workshops ha concentrated upon production, if for no other

son thantha i to.remain economically viable. As _d activities have
been provided to cater for the developnent of personal and social °skills



, _...

which are of cou e compleMen ry to the clients' vocational l needs. Now
t .

with the emergence of thb A.T.C. concept,w4 h facility which can

concentrate upon*basic training in these areas as .weli.as in pre-

Vocational skills.

A.T.C's and Sh red Workshops shoultbe located close

-together so that there can be a` realistic opportunity for clients to move

in Other direction to meet prograin _eeds The sane sort of relationships

should obtain among Sheltered WoAshops, Work Preparation Centres ,and Wdrk

Adjustment Centres. If, for geographical and population re'asons, this is

not possible, consideration should be given within each solated facility

to the relative t of tip that is spent upon productionver us

_ associeed skills. It seems to that habilitation centres

have two complementary tasks; the first being largely educative, and-here'

community and government agencies such as Technical ,and. Further Education

have a role to play; and the second is vocational. We currently have

many excellent examplesof how careful and consistent training can improve

the quality ?ife- of people who w once destined for society's "scrap

heap" and hence we should be continually striving to raise both our own

xpectations d tbose of the community at large of the level of operation

our clients can achieve.

Thus, our critical foCus,should beupon the quality of the program

'being nducted, both in terms of the proces going activities and

the nature of the outputs or what the 'clientcan do better as a result of

the program,. Histo ally, we have concentrated

needs and problems by making organizational

ends in themgelves rather than means to

solving client' s

changes_itrhich- o often become

Without a critical look

effects.ffect programs have, organization alone are simply

cosmetic or indow dressing and in a very 1 sense maynot,be in accord
. P

with the true spirit of the United Nations Declaration on'the. Rights of

the .Handicapped .



use of meaningful work. in an A.T.C:

am in. accord, too, with Dr. Sob

.,.

eaningful occupations within an A.T..

_obncernimg

veluicle for the training of skills which Are

Here is another' example, of using somethin as an

wdrk $an' become'a

Rrlinsrily vocational.,

not as

an end in itself. Later, shall amplify this point with

The rights.of the Client to choose his-own PrOgrat.

A great deal Ieen s

individual

d so'far today about respecting

ent to indicate his

rights

er needs and intelesta

Which can be based programs rand activities. Whilst I am fully supportive

f thecancep freedom of choice I must warn that by taking .a myetodc or

shortsighted view cf this issue we may be in fact restricting the trhe

freedom of the individual. Freedom to chod§e'ISbiSed on the Premise that

there are choices and for many of our clients the degrees oaf freedom ,with

which they come to us are severely, limited indeed, I ubmit_that we c
*or

enlarge tbeir number of choices by -setting up progtams which wial develop

skills, which will in turn stimulate interests.- It is very hard to become

interested in something/4 e not very good at.

A final Qbservation concerns Mr. Cooper's emphasis dpon what

would call the ecological approach to raining; Criticisms have been

leVelled atthe eompetehcy based model aining along the lines that

yie programs 4econe too "fragmented" with the implicatiompeing that the-

client is bombarded with isolated bits of skill training which may never

beco fhncti.onAl in the real world. Whilst some skills can he acqui

is ne vertheless necessary in many

the

Ignite incidentally ,by some clients

cases. to set up structured programs teach specificskills..

t then de is to ensure that these skills are

generalized and incorporated into the client's .wider- repertoire of

1



behaviours an activities. Adopting adgeneral "expcsu 'model

,instruction iii the first instance will, in many cases, lead to greater

confusion and incompetence on thc%part of _ut

. ASSESSMENT'

I,now wish to turn my attentipn to the main topic

is the ongoing.assesment of work undertaken by trainees.. What

my paper which

say is a continuation of the approach outlined earlier by Miss Beryl

Scott who looked at.the'ty.of.assessnt one needs to undertake when

client is met for the first' time. On the basis of this initial assessment

.Miss SCQtt suggested that programs can be initiated.

Firstly, I wish to define " ork" as any activity undertaken by the

clientt in their pursuit of habilitation objectives. Secondly, I wish to

se the question "why assess?" There are many anskers to this question,

but among the more important are these three:

indicate the client initial entry skills

or behaviours.

b) to evaluate the terminal or end objectives of a

program.

c) to evaluate specific .ens route objectives

provide feedback for program adjustment.

Brody. (1976:251) 'comments in respect of instructional evaluation

instructional evaluation is essential in both classroom and

institution. It tells us what we haVe Accomplished and where.

we have failed. It provides -information so that both supportiVe:

and skeptiCal advocates have concrete information to consider

and uses'. Most importantly, it can used to show parents, clients,

and taxpayers what we have accomplished with their time

Be further asserts:

Acquisitionof develdpmental skills by (clients) is the primary

objective for all expenditures effort & money.



of A:taff activity are seconcary.and inherently

.mea _ingless when. co- jdered if isolation. All such measures

must be compared With resulting changes in. client behavior.

his paper twill, take the view hat the

developmentally disabled dan'be effectively taught social and work skills

far beyond that level which the, general community believes i currently.

possible. To assist in realisation of this, techniques such as regular

ongoing assessment and task analysis are presently readily available and-

these two strategies will be briefly described. In e senceitherefore,

I am proposing a training based model wherein success is measured in terms

of what the trainees have been taught to do rather than in terms of inputs

into the institution (e.g. money, personnel, buildings, etc.).

Furthermore, as pointed.out earlier, Solutions to problems will usually

be found in addressing ourselves to-aspedts orinstruction rather ttiari to

global changes in organisational structures. These structures should

ch e.support instructional needs and net vice - versa.

A Model for al Assessment

The model (Fig. 1) adapted fro .lobes and Hawthorne (1977) will

form the basis of my recommendations for ongoing assessment.

Be3in Initial Assessment

This may be-accomplished either by using tests such s-the.PAC or

AFI;- which were described by Miss Scott, or better still by tests deVited

by yourselves. The purpose of this testing is to deterMine what skills

tho client posdesses so you are in a position to commence a program. Here

the emphasis is upon what he 'can do rather than hat he can't do.



Identify A- ropriate Task
I

Having determined the client's current level of performance -you

should next select a task to be taught from your overall program or

objectives that -dr,, a i !-:/ho r 1 vo 1

3. Survey Antecedent Events

At this stage we .establish what materials /equipment we might need

n ordek to teach the'task, We wouldilso lock at how,ve--ouglit' break

the'task. down into "teachable" bits acid later we shall examine a

procedure for task or job analysi

4 Surve Fubse auent Events.

Many of our clients may require to be motivated perform A task.

In many cases they will have experienced frUstration and will be effect-,

ively "turned off" from learning. What we say or do after they ha-

formed task is of crucial imports A smile, a look or word of

encouragement, a pat on -the back or a statement like "that's a great

job`' may all be rewards o reinforcers which will encourage the client

to persevere with the job. In some cases more tangible rewards such as

privileges or money incentives maybe more effective, but important

principle is to have the client eventually motivated by his own sense of

achievement and mastery over a skill-,

5. Formulate HyEotheses.fer Intervention

Our skill-and experience as teachers or trainers will enable Us-to

come up with ideas as to the hest-Way to teach a particular task. It is

extremely-import-__ ever, that we are prepared to try another way

our first strategy fails. st. be prepared to respond to the learner

who will tell us whether we are on the right track or not. For many o

us this will be a chastening experience for we have been led to believe

that the responsibility for learning rests with the client a-id not with

the (rainer

ta.



Co cct ton Thchnic4,1(_

There are a variety of data collection techniques available

which are relevant to work in A.T, We m ght measure the length of

time-a client perseveres with a task; the number of trials he takes

learn to do something to an acceptable standard or the frequency or rate

with. which he presents'a _particular behaviour over a fixed period of

for example, the client were assembling a particular number

items in an hour would be useful to keep a record of -those

assembled correctly plus those assembled incorrectly as both bits of

information are extremely useful.

BeiinGoing Assessment and EStablish Baseline

Once the appropriate;measurement Strategy has been selected the

instructor should administer the testa over a few days to see how the

client performs before direct instruction commences. For some tasks,

however, this may not be possible for the Client may have no competence

prior to instruction. (Care should have been taken to ensure that the

task selected is not too far beyond the client's current level of

performance). this is the case instruction may have to be eoenced

at the time as the on-going assessment.

The most contentious issues regarding this model of assessment are

the questions of how frequently do we assess and who has the time to do

-are really concerned with having our client learn rather than

h the motions of being exposed to aprogram we mu-
/

simply going throe

build continuous assessmen into the program - in many cases daily

'assessment equired. The instructor who is responsible for the teaching

is also responsible f the data recording, although it is possible for

the lent to be involved in measuring his own performance simple

check ting devices.

ImElement intervention

The instructor should choose one of the strategies he/she



hyl th( izc dASe(- p0int S).

It is

,t, rvi pr r-,1

cntial that itorion of acc

thc task bi tawitit

porformance be established

and in many cases this can be indicated to theclient as a goal to be

reached. As Ongoing results come to hand they should be shared as- feed-

back to the client as this can be a mos p tent motivator. As well as

setting a goal of performance it may be necessary to set a date by which

the goal should be reached.

Are the Results Accegtable?

After our teaching strategy h-as been Under way for the

have allowed, records should be inspected to see if the oilient has,

reached the level f performance we initially set. If heJiastnotxeache

,

the criterion we have a decision to make: we can exten&the traininq.time

or we can recycle back to an earlier ,stage of the program. The

value of ongoing assessment records will no- ',he 'apparent for we will have7

_firm information upon which to base cur debisions. For instance, if the

Client has been steadily learning the task it may be appropriate to

ex end'the training tin On the other' hand if there are large

fluctuations in performance it would be more appropriate to check on the

consequent or motivational events. If there has been little evidence of

y learning we may have to "slice back" to-an easier task.

10. Assess for Generalization

Once the aims have been met the next question to ask is can the

client perform this task in different situations and at different times.

This pro-ces ev/i known as generalization and for a large number of our

Clients it will not occur automaticayly. Research has shown that we must

into our program so that generalization will bebuild strategies

encouraged

fi



1. Are the k.,:s..ults Acceptable?

the client is .able to perform the task in other dons

across diffe-,:i times, we can proceed to Ne next step in the general

program or objectives that were set during tKer initial creel ng period.

When he cannot do this we will the to recycle back to the implementation

intervention stage and reteach the skill so that generalization is

ensuredL An example cf this be given shortly.

A iDY

/.
Foll!bwing will be -a brief description of a iprogra n designed to,

enc ragevwalking behaviour,in a client who has been assessed As being

reluctant, to initiate walking ii both work and home situations, but

assessment has revealed that he is physically capable of walking.

In ,addition, this program will illUstra how a work skill .can be used

to achieve a more, primary aim.

.5tfpj: _Set Behavioural Okjeetive
Client will walk, without -g, in,Work and non-work areas

of the Centretand at home.'

Stp22: Establish Behaviours
Client is physically capable of walking; can count to 10 and can

discriminate colours.

stfp 3: Assemble Materials
Coloured plastic Chips; plastic bags.

S _t 4: En oute Goal 1
9ICli will walk without prompting tc collect coloured c_ ips from

supplybin.
S

Stay;' Enroute Goal ..

Client will. sort chips by colour; count groups of 10; and
package into plastic bags.

Ste_p_6: Enroute Goal 3_
Client wi_l, without prompting,

plastic bag has been packaged.

Std 7= Enroute Goal 4
Generalization commenced. Client will walk without prompting to

collect lunh.

k to despatch> bin afte

/ Ste 8: Enroute Goal 5
Repeat for other luncheon items.

Enroute_Goal 6
Client will return cups, cu

prompting,
etc., vice area wi
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SCD3.10:L Enroute(;04-417:'
GOrloruiizo'.40 other situ

tho,se eri Oute go 1

require programming -along

°me.

n :an a sPecific objectAVe whi

he lipeS...sUri

earlier. Here it is appa rent that p

ed by the model des-

uction is not the prim

it,' 'v ry different- bjectives would be set out

whereby

e techniqUe

that 1-.cal 9u at ntion

rogro.as adaqu 0 Y% y ,cif you,

of on-goisg assess
.9.--

the need to task analyse you

till have seen the

'g films produced-6Y Marc dold of the ,Univers-ity\ c

ther-Way",

11 nols who divides

and process (see'also dol

ask Analysis

Phase, 1: Method

subject

1976) .

into three phases method, content

This is the way the task is to be performed- and it is often the

ye decision of the analyst. For instance it may be a particular

method of shaving, of putting on a coat rr of assembling a circuit board.

Phase 2;

These are the steps into which` the method is divided and is a

statement f what the learner is expected ,to do. Here the, task is broken

down into teachable components by a process of going through the steps in

logical manner yourself or by watching so one else

Phase 3: Process .

arm them-

-This is the way in which the task is taught and, strategies are-

devised for' teaching the content. Gold suggests' there are three, sub-

divisions.

fo how is the content to be presented? For

instance the instructor may demonstrate the

behaviour he wishes the client to copy.

(ii) feedback - how do s the lea r know what is

w ted and what constitutes uccess?



pr..° -e dert

P3,,ah t t

is a statement

the --inst ructor

instructor can understand it.

I would. strongly encoufge you to use:Cold!s

pUTIOOS

fiend oms

the training

a fellow

but in so doing I would warn that yft should be prepaed to

e amodnt of time -ir acquiring and applying the

ategies'which he outlines so very well,. Your time and".patience will

be amply rtfwardJd by a lift in the effe
I

'Cedures- Of' course it would be ea

vene -f your training pro-

, .
ss the meSsage on the

nds that you have 'di er nt ty of client;;.or that your proeed-res

'are effective 0_

or ......

CONCLUSION

how; or that you hsaVen° the time or staff resources

"i must acknowledge some of tlie,O

operate under ,;- the Most qritical, being the

ulties many of you

ing provisions fOr

d I have put before_instructors. Whilst much of what Miss Scott,

;
you is elementary and is nothing morQ, in most eases, than good co -on

sense, it is nevertheless necessary for staff to be given some basic

training in the application of these procedure The distributio.

manuals, etc., by, the Department of Social Security is a good first step,

but unless there is a More direct

uggest that your organi

d personal involvement than this-

afraid they may be destined to gather dust. As a follow up I wo

ring courses

towel .

A number of exemplary Aeivityr:Therapy Centres where training pro-

ccdufes can be tested and the tesults disseminated to other Centres.

AudiO-visual training packages, too, mild be prepared in this way

,forfsharing among A=T_C's,

_ions consider calling f the establiSh

instrudtors a a Technical College or C.A.E.

Even with this-wtraining, we,have Pie evidence from the prepar--

ation of teA,chers for special schools that mplemen_ati--



acquire

possible solution

encouragement

doing; both on

not always assured for a variety of reasons.

this disappo inti sta of affairs may be

he part

f accountability for what we arc
0

of the bureaucracy whose role it a to support

es and the individual instructors whothe delivery of effective 'sem

responsible for theWork at the eoalf4ce. I shall conclude with a

well-worn cliche - their future is in our hands.
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